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Chapter 1) Sacred architecture during time 

 Introduction 

Throughout the history, architecture can be divided into two main 

categories, when it comes to the client. First category is the private 

client who is looking for a solution to a need, with specific and limited 

resources, and normally for own use. This kind of architecture turns 

out to be not what is usually referred to as architecture history, 

especially before the modern movements. On the other hand, they 

are clients with a massive power and/or wealth who cause pieces of 

architecture which remain and represent the architectural status of their time. The Western 

scholarly discipline of the History of Architecture itself closely follows the history of religious 

architecture from ancient times until the Baroque period, at least (1). Surviving examples of 

medieval secular architecture are mainly castles and fortified walls which also have the 

feudal system as client, with their authority and wealth resources (2). More or less same 

thing happens in non-European context. Most famous remnants of traditional architecture 

are mosques and temples, with some examples of palaces etc. 

However, with distribution of sources of power and money, new paradigms have emerged. 

Architecture history now  is about villas, housings, sky scrapers, stadiums, and social 

institutions as well as churches, synagogues,  mosques and temples. The financial support of 

a church construction is not in the same way as it used to be in middle ages; neither the way 

in which they are used. The subject to be followed in this master’s thesis project, is this 

transformation of an architectural tradition and how it is adjusted to our time conditions. 

 

 A historical privilege 

As mentioned in the introduction, religious buildings as a 

typology, used to be constructed and preserved in a privileged 

way, compared to secular ones. The reason behind this is 

however based on the nature in which they were created. The 

first group are usually private dwellings or work premises, made 

by normal people. In older times, they even not always needed 

an architect as a general designer, instead they have been made 

following a specific local building tradition which has been delivered during centuries and 

through different generations. A farmer used to learn the primitive construction techniques, 

enough to make a simple house, maybe with help of some craftsmen. Due to low budget, 

these developments are not meant to survive for long and they become recycled or replaced 

with a new one during an organic process. These organic developments are best visible in 

older civilizations where the inhabitants of a city were living in a non-communal housing 

colony, based on private ownership.  
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The second group nevertheless, has a huge power/economy to support the project. In a 

European context, a cooperation of parish churches and feudal system has both resources to 

finance such buildings. Nobility owns the land and has the wealth, based on taxes taken from 

Peasants. The parish church has the religious authority over citizens, and this causes the 

cooperation between sources of power, church and nobility. This cooperation provides 

enough resources, both economical and labor force, to construct monumental buildings 

which have aesthetic qualities to establish spiritual connection with citizens , and represent 

the power of the noble. This system also supports church constructions in cities, where the 

social hierarchy is different.  

 

 Religious institutions today 

Nowadays the above mentioned relation has radically changed. The 

world we live in by no means has a mono/bi-polar organization. 

There are too many sources of money and power to be counted, 

and therefore there are different potential clients for the 

architectural product. Capitalism made independent individuals able to do bigger 

investments in architectural qualities. In parallel, socialism and welfare states provoked 

communal housing and social institutions as new typologies of secular, but state-funded 

architecture.  

Prevalent secularism in parts of the world does not reserve the same kind of authority for 

church or other similar religious constitutions. On the other hand, the relation between 

citizens and those constitutions has also altered. In an Scandinavian context, a minority of 

people go to churches regularly, and the main task for churches is ceremonial services. The 

costs are withdrawn from the tax system, included in the communal fees. According to 

Norwegian Church website, the operation of Norwegian Church costs about 3 billion NOK 

annualy out of which over 2 billion comes from municipal budgets (3). To depict the situation 

look at the following statistics: 

Norwegians are registered at baptism as members of the Church of Norway; 

many remain in the state church to be able to use services such as baptism, 

confirmation, marriage and burial, rites which have strong cultural standing in 

Norway. About 79.2% of Norwegians were members of the Church of Norway 

as of January 1, 2010 (4). However, only 20% of Norwegians say that religion 

occupies an important place in their life (according to a recent Gallup poll), the 

fourth-lowest such percentage in the world (ahead of only Estonia, Sweden and 

Denmark). (5) In the early 1990s, it was estimated that between 4.7% – 5.3% of 

Norwegians attended church on a weekly basis. This figure has dropped to 

about 2% – the lowest such percentage in Europe – according to 2009 and 2010 

data . Only about 3% of the population attends church services or other 
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religious meetings more than once a month. Baptism of infants fell from 96.8% 

in 1960 to 70.4% in 2008, while the proportion of confirmants fell from 93% in 

1960 to 66.2% in 2008. The proportion of weddings to be celebrated in the 

Church of Norway fell from 85.2% in 1960 to 41.9% in 2008. The proportion of 

funerals has remained on a high level: in 2008 93% of all funerals took place in 

the Church of Norway. 

 

A new role for an old entity 

Nevertheless, there is  still a big interest in religious 

constructions. The reason might be the cultural background 

however, the question to be answered is how a church should 

be in a such context? 

In other words, if they are the tax payers who pay for a church 

to be built or kept active, and apparently not all of them are Christians or they don’t believe 

as much in what the church is doing, so how should the church respond to this fact? And 

how should the architect – as the communicator between these two stakeholders – react 

upon this? 

In answer to that question, I refer to the competition’s program, the chapter about 

municipal plan about the church: 

“The church in Våler want to be an open and inclusive national church that 

meets people of all ages and different life situations with care, fellowship, 

education, experience and preaching. The church must be strengthened as a 

center of belief, culture and everyday issues. 

The church wants to be a strong contributor to identity and values in our 

society, and stimulate reflection on beliefs, ethics and social issues. All people’s 

desires and needs are important to take seriously. It is important to have a 

happy church that has enough courage and generosity to meet the challenges 

of actions and team spirit. 

Of the church's own goals, the municipality will work on: 

• Invest further in church music, cultural gatherings and concerts. 

• Develop cooperation between church and school. 

• Seek to develop interagency / interdisciplinary cooperation for common 

challenges in our communities. 

• Churches and cemeteries are an important part of our heritage and should be 

protected and managed in a responsible manner. 

• We want to work for closer cooperation between church and culture.” 
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According to what communal plan depicts pretty well, the church has gone further from its 

traditional boundaries, and it should adjust to today’s needs to be able to be alive and 

economically reasonable to the fellow society. I summarize similar demands and my 

personal impressions about the above mentioned question in following statements: 

 

 Church as a cultural heritage and historical typology of architecture should be 

preserved. 

 Church traditionally is a center for the surrounding environment, therefore it 

represents the identity of the municipality. 

 Churches should establish a stronger cultural role in the society. 

 Church should be a meeting point for everyone, not only a worship place. 

 As a new construction, the church can be a touristic destination. 

 As a new construction, the church can advertise local technology and industry, and 

therefore generate work fellow and emotional bonds between local citizens. 

 

Design strategy 

The attention and main concern during the design process in this 

thesis project is going to be on this discussion. How could a 21th 

century church correspond to user’s needs (as the real owner), 

and still bear the tradition and respond to the client’s demands. 

How could a new church bring about a new life and be an 

attraction and new identity to the town. How could a 

construction be economically reasonable and make new opportunities for the local 

businesses.  

The municipality (originally the parish) is named after the old Våler farm since the first 

church was built here. The name is the plural form of váll which means "clearing in the 

woods". The coat-of-arms is from modern times as it was granted on August 1987. The arms 

show a gold-colored winged arrow pointing down on a red background. The arms are based 

on the legend that in 1022, King Olaf II of Norway (Saint Olaf) shot an arrow and where the 

arrow hit the ground, he built the church which is known as Maria Church. In early 1800’s 

the church was moved to the current location. In June 1806 it was replaced with a new 

church which burned down 29 May 2009.  

As the paragraph above depicts, the church has played a big historical role in Våler. 

Therefore, the design should be an proper replacement for the burnt church and represent 

the municipality in a decent way.  The strategy is not to give an answer to mentioned 

question and start design process based on answers. But it would be to enhance the 

theoretical outcome of the study, use it to reach such a design which can fulfill the demands 

and eventually suggest a proposal which might be a solution to those questions. 
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Chapter 2) A time-limited architectural design experiment 

Method 

The subject of this thesis project is initially an international 

architecture competition. These kind of competitions provide the 

opportunity for young architects to experience a real-life design 

task and have the chance to win and get their ideas realized. So the 

idea of starting a master’s thesis from a competition works as a 

motivation for the student through the project time-line. With the 

supervision of teaching team and critics, one has the chance to find 

out design bugs in early stages and deliver a better entry to the competition. In addition, 

getting some data from the competition plan will help to push the project in early stages and 

saves time, approximately the same way that it is in professional practice. 

However, the design process does not stop with the competition deadline. A smart choice of 

competition provides an extra period of time after the competition deadline to reassess the 

proposal, edit and develop it further, so that if is qualified as a proper master’s thesis 

project. The limitations are of course time and material amount to be delivered.  In reach 

these objectives, the work will be pursued in three different phases: 

 

Phase 1: Competition 

During the first phase, the strategy is to get familiar with the program and deliver a proper 

proposal, according to criteria described in first chapter. In addition, doing a competition 

adds extra demands on the project. There is a time-line that is normally quite short, working 

within this boundaries is a good experience of time planning. Due to high number of entries 

to such competitions, it is important to make the impression in the first glance. Therefore, 

presentation comes to a higher priority when it comes to competitions. 

Pedagogically speaking, it provides the opportunity to reach a products quite early in the 

project’s time line and then after the competition, go through it and find the good points 

and weaknesses and take it to further stage. 

 

Phase 2: Analysis 

The entry to the competition will be used as a base for further development. But before 

that, it is important to take a second look at the proposal and analyze and criticize it. This 

can be done in line with mid-term assessment of thesis project.  
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Phase 3: Result 

Taking the outcomes of the analysis, we can identify weaknesses and strengths. The last step 

would be to push the project further using this analysis and develop the results into a full-

bodied thesis project. After doing necessary edits, the idea is to take a closer look at the 

project and design the details and propose construction solutions. At the end, the project 

will be presented together with a detailed description of the method and how it was applied. 

The purpose is to develop a more informative and efficient design-process, using time 

limitations as an opportunity. 

 

Time planning 

Phase From To Task 

0: Research 110901 110915 Theoretical research about contemporary 
sacred architecture 

 110916 110930 Site analysis, program studies, main 
concept 

    
1:Competition 111001 111020 Development of concept/ Design 
 111021 111114 Presentation 
  111114 Competition deadline 
    
2:Analysis 111121 111127 Mid-term critique/ analysis 
 111128 111204 Develop new strategy for continuation 
    
3:Result 111205 111221 Development of project 
  111221 Final presentation 
 111222 120122 Presentation 
  120123 Final critique 

 

 

Chapter3) Competition’s data (6) 

Background 

 

Våler municipality 

Våler municipality is located in Solør in Hedmark along Glomma. It is 

bordered in the north towards Elverum, in the east to Trysil and Sweden, 

in the south to Åsnes and the west by the municipalities Stange and 

Løten. Solør include the district between the cities Kongsvinger and 

Elverum. The distance to Elverum the nearest town is about 30 km. 
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Våler municipality is characterized by large forests and agricultural areas. It is among the 

country's large forest districts with close to 90% of the municipal area covered with forests. 

The municipality has an area of 700 km2; it has a typical inland climate with relatively low 

precipitation, cold winters and hot summers. The population is about 3900 in the 

municipality. 

 

 The municipality with "an extra gear" 

The vision of the municipal plan is: "Våler - a good municipality to stay and live in". Våler 

municipality has for many years had a decline in population due to greater emigration than 

immigration. The vision reflects the importance of being able to create and develop 

attractive communities. 

There is a negative development in the age composition so that the youth and job seekers 

often have to move out to acquire education and work. Therefore, it is important to 

establish positive relationships with their hometown before they leave so they can easily 

come back. To preserve the population development, the municipality is actively working 

with the focus on business development and facilitation of business start-ups, along with 

pleasant and affordable housing alternatives. 

In order to market and promote, Våler municipality decided to use the slogan: ”an extra 

gear”. This is linked to the municipality also wants to promote itself as a leading traffic and 

motor municipality with Vålerbanen as an attraction. 

The following is quoted from the municipal plan under the topic "Objectives and strategic 

choices for the period 2006 - 2017, center’s development / center’s structure":  

“The center in Våler will emerge as a strong and attractive city in which the 

private and public services in the municipality are collected: 

 

•Create a meeting place / activity center 

•Realize the expansion of Lie field and 

center 

•Restore operations in all buildings and 

premises 

•Provide well-maintained parks and green 

space 

•Good harmony and cooperation between 

the city and surrounding countryside.” 
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The municipal plan states the following under the Church theme: 

“The church in Våler want to be an 

open and inclusive national church 

that meets people of all ages and 

different life situations with care, 

fellowship, education, experience 

and preaching. The church must be 

strengthened as a center of belief, 

culture and everyday issues. 

The church manages all its 

businesses, and has financial and 

personnel responsibilities for their 

employees. The municipality's role 

is to be responsible for church 

buildings, offices and cemeteries. In 

addition, the municipality shall 

provide finance to operations. The 

municipality is a member of 

common council. 

The church wants to be a strong contributor to identity and values in our 

society, and stimulate reflection on beliefs, ethics and social issues. All people’s 

desires and needs are important to take seriously. It is important to have a 

happy church that has enough courage and generosity to meet the challenges 

of actions and team spirit.” 

 

Of the church's own goals, the municipality will work on: 

“• Invest further in church music, cultural gatherings and concerts. 

• Develop cooperation between church and school. 

• Seek to develop interagency / interdisciplinary cooperation for common 

challenges in our communities. 

• Churches and cemeteries are an important part of our heritage and should be 

protected and managed in a responsible manner. 

• We want to work for closer cooperation between church and culture.” 
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Church’s history 

The church that burned down 29 May 2009, was consecrated 

in June 1806. It replaced Maria Church which had been at 

Lisbettangen close to Glomma. The church was moved to the 

Old King's Road in the early 1800's, to what is now the center 

of Våler. Old King's Road was originally a pilgrimage route. A 

significant reason for the move was the devastation after the 

flood in 1789. 

The burnt church was a white painted wooden cruciform 

church with 400 seats. The tower in the west had an 

octagonal spire of 47 meters, and was a prominent visual point in the area. In the 1860s, the 

church got exterior and interior panels, and further renovations were made in 1916 and 

1960. 

A special character of the church was the great pulpit altar, probably built by a traveling 

artist. The baptismal font made of soapstone dated to about 1150, was originally in the old 

Maria Church. 

The first written information from Maria Church is from the 1600s. This was a stave church, 

which had been partially demolished and rebuilt three times. It is believed that Mary's 

Church was built in the 1000's. It was restored in the late 1600's, and lasted until the new 

nooks were listed. The place where the church was today was Maria Church memorial. 

There has been a church in Våler since the Middle Ages. According to Snorresagaen Olav 

Haraldsson (St.) went through Solør in 1022, and christened the village. He stopped at what 

later became known as Olavskilden, shot an arrow to determine where the church of the 

village would be located. The arrow landed on a clearing with mounds and twigs, a ‘Vål’ near 

Glomma. The Maria Church was built there. When the municipality designed municipal coat 

of arms in 1987, Olav adopted the arrow motif on the basis of this legend. 

In Våler municipality we have also Gravberget church and Risberget church hall. 
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Local conditions 

Numbering in the text refer to the situation plan. 

1. Cemetery lies on a ridge 

along the main road, 

centrally and clearly 

visible in relation to their 

surroundings. The main 

road or Vålgutua was 

once a pilgrimage route, 

and along with this the 

cemetery was formed 

back in time. 

2. Fire plot has a high 

symbolic value and 

desired given a conscious 

consideration in terms of 

use of the cemetery, the 

new church and its close 

environment. The 

original foundation is the 

only remaining part of 

the church, but also 

forms the original 

"footprint". 

3. Chapel from 1911 will remain with its design and location. The attached photos show 

the chapel's exterior and interior qualities. 

4. Municipal Park, Sjursen Park, has a memorial of the Mayor and Member of 

Parliament P.N. Sjursen. This park is a green breathing space for public use. 

5. At the far north, there are the old, good local facilities, an outer structural constraint. 

These three buildings constitute an intimate courtyard with their well-ordered 

position, and with full use has place for more than 150 people. The current use shall 

be maintained. 

6. In the south, and almost as part of the cemetery, Kirkelund is located, a preserved 

small farm. Its location at the intersection of county roads 496 from Highway 20 and 

508 (main road) forms a good gateway to downtown. 

7. Church maintenance building is composed of broken items, and has an important 

function but a limited structural value. This building can be moved / demolished if 

necessary. 

8. In the northeast there are two detached houses in private ownership. 
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9. The shown parking lot west of the highway will still be available for such church use, 

visits to the cemetery, and other functions in this part of Våler center. 

10. The main road, Vålgutua through the center of Våler. 

 

 Key points 

The viewing area includes those building elements and the landscape that shape the 

church's near environment. The area holds most of what else is left from old architecture in 

Våler. The main county road No. 508/Vålguta through the center and No. 496 to the center 

form the limitations of viewing area to the west and south. Railways / Solørbanen and 

existing residential buildings enclose it in east and north. All considered area’s elements 

together with county roads, appropriate access routes and parking arrangements form the 

entity in which the new church building will enter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Land and site selection 

After the church fire in 2009, it has been a significant commitment and a lot of discussions in 

Våler about the choice of site for the new church. Based on the discussions and suggestions, 

it is decided to make an architectural competition based on the available land area as 

indicated by the shaded fields in the figure below. As the current situation shows, the 

northern part of the land is the area that stands out as the most desirable location of the 

new church. 

The available land area shape and the extent opens however two alternative placements of 

the new church:  
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- A northern relating to the chapel (3) and Sjursen Park (4), and 

- The east of the church ruins (2), which is when the risk of being hidden challenges with the 

empty area in the north. 

Both options have good foundation conditions, consisting of soils with a predominant 

proportion of sand. The northern option includes part of the park, the road, and open area 

around the chapel. Parts of the northern option are slightly sloping toward the east, while 

the south is relatively flat and slightly lower in the terrain in relation to the current 

cemetery. The eastern option location is as it is built and ready access for new cemeteries 

with associated path. Filling may be necessary to maintain visibility from the highway, 

Vålgutua. 
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Roads and local bus conditions 

County road No. 508 is the main road (10) through the center and forms the entrance to the 

church area. The large parking lot (9) on the west is available for parking, and will continue 

to be used by the church and by the traffic to the church area. The choice of the northern 

option may make it difficult to maintain the car access which currently runs from the county 

road No. 508, east past the chapel (3) and into the empty area. This road may be closed to 

traffic between the main road (10) and chapel (3). Access can be maintained on the same 

road from the east via the extension to the railway, along this and up to the main road (10) 

north of the buildings at the old municipal offices (5). With the choice of the southern 

option, current car access is maintained, and also the current parking scheme. 

For both options will also be possible to associate a road to county road No. 496, i.e. the 

main road south of the cemetery that leads from Highway 20, under the railway and into the 

Våler center. It will be interesting to examine how such a road can have its place in the 

overall system and the impact this will have on the overall accessibility. 

The functionality of chosen solution when it comes to car access is described for the 

operation of the church, for visitors of the church, and for individual daily visit. At the same 

time the accessibility for all pedestrians within the area and the surroundings are described. 

 

Goals 

Overall Objectives of the building 

New churches must comply with applicable law (church law), and fulfill requirements in 

technical regulations. All new public buildings must follow the law on accessibility and 

discrimination - universal design. 

New church buildings should be constructed at least 3 meters from the nearest grave. It is 

assumed that the architect is updated according to current regulations with laws and 

regulations. 

Other objectives 

The church which burned down was built on the visions of a future in its shape and volume, 

with the best available technology and materials from his own time. It was a landmark that 

bore witness to a distinct cultural standpoint. The ruins of the burned-down church and 

Maria Church memorial near the Glomma represent the cultural focus. 

The new Church in Våler is wished to be in other words from our time with high architectural 

and artistic quality that ensures continuity and belonging. There should be recognition 

features of the traditional characters with lofty towers, and a quality that makes the church 

a tradition carrier for future generations. The church should preferably be built on one level. 
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The architecture will create expectations of the basic Christian message. Therefore it is 

desirable that the new church will have a significant, sacred architecture. The church must 

meet the requirements of ritual buildings, and be a full expression of the local culture and 

reflect Våler parish’s identity. 

A modern expression should relate in a conscious manner to the surrounding cultural 

environment with Sjursen Park, the old municipal wooden buildings, the century-old chapel, 

cemetery and the ruins of the burned church. 

Våler municipality is among the country's major forest communities with up to 90% of the 

area covered by forest. Forests and forestry is a very important part of the culture in the 

municipality. The use of wood is therefore an objective in Våler, and there are political 

constraints for innovative and extensive use of wood in the construction of a new signal 

construction. 

It is desired that the church performs in exciting combinations of materials with the use of 

wood as the main element. The building's main structure should be from renewable and CO2 

neutral materials. For innovative solutions of timber constructions it can apply competence 

funds. 

Use of materials will reflect the local culture and use of wood as an identity-building 

cornerstone of the local community. 

 

Spatial and functional program 

Situation Plan 

It is desirable that the architect specifies the optimal placement of new church buildings, 

illuminated with appropriate access conditions for all users, as well as walking districts and 

parking. Accessibilty and availability should be universally designed. 

The site plan should show the building located within the allocated plot area. Access 

conditions and parking should be designed with an easy and secure logistics for the building 

and surrounding area. 

Space program 

Short description of the various rooms and features: 

 Entrance / Church Square / porch (weapon house) 

From ancient times there was always a porch before entering the church. Today it is often 

extended to a church square. In connection with the church square there must be a closet 

and toilet. It will be adapted for a children's corner. It must also be space for an info stand. 
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 Baptism sacristy – group room 

Baptism sacristy is primarily for use in connection with baptism, but also for use in other 

contexts, such as teaching, small gatherings and group meetings. Baptism follow should be 

urged according to when they stay in this room. The room is placed near the main entrance. 

There should be room for 3-4 baptize children with family, preferably with a view from 

baptism sacristy to the church. In connection with baptism sacristy there should be a nursery 

room / toilet. 

 Church room 

The church room is the Church's central space. Closeness and participation in the actions is a 

primary objective. Church or church room should have either an altarpiece or an artistically 

designed end wall. It must emerge with a clear sacred message, with good integration of the 

saved items, and with good acoustic qualities.  

Church room must be prepared for good and functional ceremonies, including weddings, 

funerals, etc. It shall in its biggest form have a minimum of 350 seats. Church room must 

have the sacred characterized as churches are expected to have. In Våler one thinks of a tall 

church which faces the thoughts upwards and embraces the past, present and future. 

An organ in the size we expect requires approximately 20 m2 when it is on the floor of the 

church. In connection with the organ must be a fan room (vifterom) at least 2x3 m. Other 

construction dimensions for the organ will be more space demanding. 

The church should have a choir party with room for altar (preferably independent), pulpit, 

reading desk, altar ring (preferably flexible), choir stools and baptismal font from 1150. 

There should be room for choir and choir groups. They must be placed so that the organist is 

in contact with them. Choir and choir groups are an important part of the new liturgy. There 

must be room for grand piano and other instruments as well as choir stools. 

It is important that there is room for funerals, which is the service which is the most 

common. Then there must be room for a coffin and flowers and there must be room enough 

to carry the coffin out. See also the section on casket handling. 

Church room should have good visual communication conditions. It should be working 

consciously with day light and artificial lighting. 

The audiovisual equipment will pursue an integrated placement on a wall or canvas, so you 

can follow the program and texts with raised heads. 

Church room must be possible to be shared. Church room should be functional and have a 

unified form both large and small spaces. It is encouraged to design a good solution that 

gives a variety of types of spaces within the room. 
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Church room must be efficiently acoustic. The acoustic characteristics will be decisive for the 

overall sound the organ should get. 

 Vestry and office for a priest 

A small room in a church where a priest puts on his or her vestments and where holy plates, 

cups etc. are kept. The priest is the service responsible for all services and must have 

working space in the church and place of preparation for church events. It is normal for 

everyone to participate in a service together in the vestry in proper time before the service 

to go through the program and check that everything is clear. It must be made for storage of 

ecclesiastical textiles, as well as accommodate changing rooms and toilets. 

There should be a separate entrance from the outside to the vestry and office. 

 Coffin and dependents  

The new church is to have a future-looking solution for the casket handling, including that 

the coffin and dependents reception is by a separate entrance. Storage room and cold room 

for caskets must be prepared for the catafalque truck and ensure a functional handling and 

transport. Adjacent to the cold room a showroom should be established. There the coffin is 

taken in and their relatives may have viewing and memorial service. The room can also serve 

as a quiet room. The rooms are established so that their use does not affect other activities 

in the church. 

 Storage / operations room 

There must be storage areas in proximity to the church to the equipment used in the 

different services. A secure storage is needed to church’s silver and other assets. It is also 

possible that storage capacity is divided by even more rooms, where the emphasis is on 

stocks that are strategically placed. There must be plenty of capacity in the storage in the 

new church. 

 Audio-visual room 

Sound, lighting and audio-visual aids should be an integral part of the church. 

 Serving Section 

A serving section that can serve a variety of activities in the church. This room / solution 

must be equipped with appliances and cupboard space. It is not aimed at to prepare the 

food in this room. 

 Other rooms 

It will be the place for technical room, for ventilation and heat recovery, waste, and for 

cleaning. 
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 Physical program in table form 

 

Space type Number Size Sum m2 

The church room 1 350 places 400 
  
Church hall, back part 
Church hall, center 
Church hall, front part 
By the altar 
 
    
Baptism sacristy 1  20 
    
Priest office / vestry 1  20 
    
Storage-operations room for 
church services 

1  15 

    
Organist - storage  1  10 
    
Big storage 1 or 2  40 
    
A.V. room 1  10 
    
Entrance/ church square/ WC 1  90 
    
Wardrobes and WC   40 
    
Coffins, cold room, visit room 1 3 catafalque trolleys 30 
    
Waste room, Broom cupboard, 
Laundry 

  20 

    
Technical room 
Ventilation 
Heat recovery 

  35 

    
SUM NET AREA   730 
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Other issues 

 Offices 

The employees are satisfied with the location of the offices that the church manages and 

would not need to move their daily work into the new church. Today's church office is 

perfectly located in relation to the public and church / cemetery. 

 Flexibility 

It should be possible to build the church as required in the future. Extensibility will be 

specified by stippling on the site plan. 

 Interior 

Interior is not a part of the competition, but it is desirable that the architecture be designed 

deliberately in terms of overall expression that plays with the interior architecture, furniture, 

artistic decoration and arrangement of the preserved objects. It is not clear whether it is 

desirable to have chairs or benches in the church. 

 

Artistic decoration 

Artistic decoration is not part of the competition, but it is desirable that the architecture 

designed in particular to a dynamic use of art in the various rooms, like the contrasting 

elements. 

The most important element of the artistic decoration is the building in itself, as it is 

designed for exterior and interior. It is important that the architect has an awareness of 

which story the building should communicate. 

Architectural design and artistic decoration should have meaningful features such as a 

church. The interaction between art, architecture and artifacts salvaged after the fire, you 

can create new meeting places, provide inspiration, reflection and impulses in daily life. 

When the winner of the competition is known, the architect should make suggestions on 

how the interface between artist and interior designer will go. It is expected here to have a 

close cooperation with the chosen architect. 

 

Salvaged objects under fire 

From before, Våler has had a tradition to bring elements from the old church into the new. 

Innovation and recognisability are important premises for the design. Several objects were 

saved from the old church. Some of these desired integrated in the new church. A separate 
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committee has prepared a schematic overview of the priority of the preserved objects. It is 

natural that this will work procedural with the architect to continue the project. 

Central is the location of the altarpiece of Maria Church, dated 1697. This will help to draw 

the lines back in history. Altarpiece hung on the gallery’s front on the north wall of the 

burned church. This is thought to be used as a decoration and not as the church's new altar. 

Baptismal font made of soapstone from ca. 1150. It is in the Romanesque style with 

latticework patterns and acanthus tendril. 

8 pcs. bride seats from 40-century's other items intended use of the church. 

In addition, it is desirable that the surviving wing of the Old St. Mary's Church and the 

burned-down church be integrated investments in new buildings. 

Modern architecture will easily be able to integrate most of the preserved objects placed in 

different rooms. It will provide exciting contrasts and create a sense of stability and 

continuity. 

 

Criteria for assessment 

This program and its attachments, along with any additional information that can be given 

during the competition period, forms the basis for evaluating the responses. The task should 

be solved in accordance with the conditions described in the program. Through the project 

competition, it is desired to find a solution as a whole which fulfills the competition's 

intentions and requirements in the best possible way. The following criteria in non-priority 

order will be emphasized in evaluating the competitive exams: 

• Architectural expression in relation to landscape and environment. 

• Sacral / liturgical / ceremonial understanding. 

• Integrated main steps in the site plan. 

• Appropriate layout and functionality. 

• Good solutions for universal design. 

• Efficient use of space with the mixed use solutions. 

• Facilities designed with good acoustics. 

• A sustainable environment perspective in the use of structures, materials and surfaces. 

• Environmental and technical solutions that reduce the building's resource use and climate 

impact to a realistic level. 

• Use of materials in relation to high-intensity use and a modest budget. 

• Realistic framework for project finance: investment, operation and maintenance. 

Today, this indicates approximately 36.5 million NOK to cover the church, organ, liturgical 

furniture, decor, etc. There is no specific requirement that participants in the competition 
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have an established company. If the winning architect has the necessary expertise and / or 

capacity, they will be requested to works with another architectural firm for the 

implementation of the project. 

In further work on the project after the competition, the winning architect should have 

cooperation with acoustic specialists, landscape architect, interior designer, theologian and 

artist with an interest in church art. 

 

Requirements for submitted material 

Presentation 

The proposal shall be prepared and delivered in anonymous form. All material should be 

applied to identify a chosen motto. Drawings and descriptions to stick up on rigid plates in 

landscape A1 format (84.0 x 59.4 cm), with the motto at the bottom right corner. The 

drawings are oriented with north up. A maximum of 4 plates will be delivered. During jury 

and exhibition panels will be mounted on a tripod in 2 heights, 2 in each height. The desired 

installation order should be specified. 

 

Materials to be delivered 

As a minimum, the following materials required: 

• Situation Plan scale 1:500 showing the outline of the plot, access, parking, outdoor areas 

with landscaping and other features in the outdoor program. 

• Floor Plan (s) in scale 1:200. The plans should be bear the room designations and contour 

heights. On the floor plan, the entire main functions of the church should be written. 

• Façade elevations and typical sections 1:200 

• Exterior Perspective (s) from your chosen position preferably "mounted" in the photo from 

the site. 

• Interior Perspective (s) from the church. 

• Brief description and report on the project, including area and volume assignment. 

In addition, it comes 1 pc. booklet A3 format that renders drawings and descriptions reduced 

scale. 

There should also be a name slip in a sealed envelope. The envelope should be in the same 

package as the material for other, often glued to the back of one of the panels. 

The draft should also be prepared in digital form, and delivered on CD / memory stick in PDF 

format with minimum resolution 300 dpi. Maximum file size 20 Mb. The unit shall not 

contain more than what is shown in the panels and textual description. Please keep in mind 
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that your CD or memory stick does not contain any "digital traces" or anything that may 

violate anonymity. 

Physical model is not required, but photographs of the work model must often be delivered 

as an illustration within the maximum of 4 panel. Material beyond those described here will 

not be accepted for evaluation. 
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